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ABSTRACT: Cobalt carbide based catalyst shows a promis-
ing activity and selectivity in the direct conversion of syngas (a
mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen molecules) toward
oxygenates and lower olefin. A mechanistic understanding of
the cobalt carbide structure as well as its intrinsic reactivity
under Fischer−Tropsch reaction conditions is vital but
remains controversial. On the basis of ab initio thermody-
namics and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we
study here a number of the pristine Co2C surfaces with
different orientations and compositions as well as their
catalytic activity on CO direct dissociation. The correspond-
ing phase diagram and equilibrium morphology of Co2C
under a wide range of the chemical potential of carbon are
constructed. Under a higher chemical potential of carbon (carbon-rich conditions), carbon-rich surfaces like (110) and (111)
facets are preferentially exposed surfaces, whereas at a lower chemical potential of carbon, the stoichiometric surfaces like (011)
facet could appear. Cobalt-rich surfaces such as (101) and (010) facets could be exposed only due to the kinetics hindrance
under carbon-poor or hydrogen-rich conditions where the pristine bulk carbide is thermodynamically not stable. It is found that
though CO adsorbs strongly on stoichiometric and carbon-rich Co2C surfaces, the barrier for subsequent CO direct dissociation
is significantly high. The presence of the carbon vacancy could promote CO direct dissociation. However, the high energy cost
to produce the carbon vacancy for instance via methanation limits its overall activity toward CO activation. Implications of the
present results on the role of Co2C in direct conversion of syngas toward oxygenates and lower olefin are discussed along with
available experiments.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Fischer−Tropsch synthesis (FTS) is a leading technology that
converts the syngas (mixture of carbon monoxide and
hydrogen), derived from nonpetroleum feedstocks including
coal, biomass, and natural gas, into valuable liquid fuels and
chemicals.1−6 Significant efforts have been devoted to
enhancing the catalytic performance of the FTS catalysts
toward those desirable products.7−9 Compared to the iron-
based catalysts with high selectivity toward liquid fuels or light
olefins operating at relatively higher temperature,10,11 cobalt-
based catalysts have attracted more attention in recent years
due to their high stability and activity toward long-chain
hydrocarbon formation at lower temperature.12−14 Co metal is
recognized as the active phase for FTS, and its structure is
crucial for corresponding activity and selectivity.15−18 Co
particles of a larger size are found to be more reactive than the
smaller ones,19−22 and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) Co is

more reactive than face-centered cubic (fcc) Co,23−26 due to
the exposure of abundant active sites with a lower CO
dissociation barrier.27 Structure sensitivity on the crystal phase
was also found in Ru recently.28,29 A mechanistic under-
standing of Co-based catalysts for FTS remains essential for
optimizing the catalytic activity and selectivity.
The cobalt metal can be carburized forming cobalt carbide

(Co2C) in a pure CO environment.30−32 Under FTS
conditions where both CO and hydrogen present, Co2C was
found to coexist with the Co metal.33−35 Different from the
iron carbide being the active phase for FTS, Co2C was thought
of as a sign of deactivation for FTS.36−39 Despite its low FTS
activity, the presence of Co2C increased dramatically the
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selectivity of oxygenates, in particular for high alcohol synthesis
(HAS).40−44 For HAS, two distinct sites are required,
primitively, one for CO associative adsorption, and one for
CO dissociative adsorption and alkyl formation. It was
proposed that Co2C is responsible for the former whereas
the Co metal is responsible for the latter. The intimate contact
between Co2C and Co as well as formation of the Co−Co2C
interface under FT reaction conditions were identified by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in our earlier work.30

Our density functional theory (DFT) calculations further
showed that CO dissociation on Co2C surfaces was unlikely
due to their exceptional high dissociation barrier, whereas the
coupling between alkyl formed at the Co sites and CO at the
Co2C site for alcohol is facile at the interface.30 The same dual
sites was found to increase the selectivity of hydroformylation
as well.45 Analogous synergistic interaction between Co2C and
more active components was proposed to produce selectively
long-chain oxygenates, olefins, and paraffins.46

In addition to accommodating the sites for CO associative
adsorption on Co2C, Sun and co-workers found that when
Co2C was shaped into a nanoprism with help of Mn and Na,
syngas could be converted efficiently and selectively to the
lower olefin.47−52 This is interesting since there was no cobalt
metal observed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Transmission
Electron microscopy (TEM) under FTS conditions. Accord-
ingly, the unique morphology of Co2C nanoprisms exposing
preferentially (101) and (020) facets was proposed to be
responsible for the observed selectivity. Based on DFT
calculations, they proposed that CO can dissociate on the
stepped Co-terminated Co2C(020) surface.49 At a higher
reaction pressure, the Co2C morphology was found to change
from nanoprisms to nanospheres along with the appearance of
the cobalt metal.53 Accordingly, the oxygenate selectivity
increases at the expense of the lower olefins.
Despite the extensive studies on Co2C-based catalysts so far,

the fundamental understanding of its intrinsic activity on
syngas activation and conversion remains elusive. Actually,
even for CO activation, the first step for direct conversion of
syngas to oxygenates and olefin, is still controversial. Though
our previous calculations found that CO dissociation on typical
Co-rich and C-rich Co2C surfaces is unlikely due to their high
barriers,30,45 CO dissociation on the stepped Co-rich Co2C
(020) surface was reported as facile.49 Moreover, Co-rich
Co2C surfaces were used to simulate the subsequent C−C
bond formation and CO insertion.49,54,55 However, it is unclear
yet, under given FT reaction conditions, which Co2C facets are
preferentially exposed and what the favorable surface
compositions, for instance, Co-rich, stoichiometric, or C-rich
termination, are terminated. Open and important questions
remain on how the FT reaction conditions affect correspond-
ing Co2C facets and surface compositions exposure, and what
are their intrinsic activities, for instance, in CO activation.
To address these questions, we present here an ab initio

thermodynamics study of the phase diagram of Co2C under a
wide range of the chemical potential of carbon determined by
FT reaction conditions as well as density functional theory
calculations of their activity in CO direct dissociation. The
remainder of the Article is organized as follows. A number of
different orientated Co2C surfaces are considered first, and
favorable surface compositions at a wide range of the chemical
potential of carbon are described. Wulff construction based on
calculated surface free energies is used to derive the
equilibrium morphology of Co2C under three distinct chemical

potentials of carbon-related FT reaction conditions. CO
adsorption and direct dissociation on the exposed Co2C
surfaces derived from Wulff construction are calculated by
DFT to clarify its intrinsic activity toward CO activation. The
influence of surface defects, in particular, the carbon vacancy
produced via methanation on CO dissociation, is addressed in
detail. Finally, the implication of the present calculation with
available experiments is discussed.

■ THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
DFT Calculation Methods. All the spin-polarized DFT

calculations were performed by using the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP)56,57 with the projector augmented
wave (PAW)58 method for core−valence treatment. The
electronic structure and energy of the ground state were
calculated by using the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) with Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functionals.59

A plane-wave basis set cutoff energy of 400 eV was used. The
calculated lattice constants for bulk Co2C are a = 4.378 Å, b =
4.351 Å, and c = 2.868 Å, which are consistent with the
previous experimental measurements and theoretical calcu-
lations.30,60

To calculate the accurate surface energy, a symmetric slab
was adopted. For each surface orientation considered, different
surface compositions including Co-rich, stoichiometric, and C-
rich surfaces were explored. The slab thickness was
approximately 20 Å separated by a vacuum of 15 Å to avoid
the interactions between the neighboring slabs. The equivalent
top and bottom four metallic cobalt layers (about 6 Å atomic
layers thickness of C and Co atoms) were relaxed for the
surface energy calculations. The electronic and force
convergence limits were set to 1 × 10−5 eV and 1 × 10−2

eV/Å, respectively. The density of k-points was kept at ∼0.04
Å−1.
A p(2 × 2) super cell with at least six metallic cobalt layers

was adopted for CO adsorption and activation. CO was
adsorbed on one side of the slab, and only the adsorbates and
the topmost three Co and C layers were fully relaxed while the
bottom layers were fixed to their bulk position. For the surface
reaction calculations, the energy and force criteria for
convergence were set to 1 × 10−4 eV and 0.02 eV/Å,
respectively. Transition states (TSs) were determined by using
the improved force reversed method,61 and some TSs were
also verified by climbing-image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB)
methods;62,63 all TSs were confirmed by frequency analysis.
The reaction energies were calculated as the difference
between the total energies of the products and the reactants.
We chose the separate most stable adsorbed fragments on the
surface as the initial and final states.

Atomistic Thermodynamics. To determine the exposed
favorable surface orientation and compositions of Co2C under
FTS reaction conditions, corresponding specific Gibbs surface
free energies of formation γ are calculated using ab initio
atomistic thermodynamics64,65

γ μ= − −+G mG n A( (Co C ) (Co C) (C))/2m m nslab 2 bulk 2
(1)

where Gslab(Co2mCm+n), Gbulk(Co2C), and μ(C) are the Gibbs
free energies of the carbide slab and bulk Co2C and the
chemical potential of carbon, respectively. A refers to the
corresponding surface area of Co2C surfaces in units of Å2. For
Co-rich, stoichiometric, and C-rich surfaces, the corresponding
n is a negative, zero, and positive integer. In the present work,
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Gslab(Co2mCm+n) and Gbulk(Co2C) were approximated by total
energies Eslab(Co2mCm+n) and Ebulk(Co2C) from DFT, since the
contribution of the vibrational entropy is small under
considered FTS reaction conditions and because of the
cancellation in part of the vibrational entropy between the
carbide slab and bulk carbide.60,66,67

The chemical potential of carbon μ is crucial to the surface
free energy and the relative stability of different orientated
surfaces and surface compositions of Co2C. At higher μ, C-rich
surfaces are thermodynamically favorable, whereas at lower μ,
Co-rich surfaces could become thermodynamically favorable.
Under very low μ or hydrogen-rich conditions, carbon might
leave cobalt carbide with the cobalt metal left if there is no
kinetic hindrance, and the corresponding critical value μcri are

μ = −E E(C) (Co C) 2 (Co)cri bulk 2 bulk (2)

In the present work, the calculated μcri for cobalt carbide is
−8.94 eV. We note that its absolute calculated value depends
on specific DFT implementation. Nevertheless, the influence
of reaction conditions could be added convieniently as
indicated below.
It is well-known that, under a pure H2 environment,

representing an extreme C-poor condition, the cobalt carbide
would be reduced to the cobalt metal,30,36 whereas under a
pure CO environment, representing an extreme C-rich
condition, the cobalt metal would be carburized to the cobalt
carbide.30−32 Under typical FTS reaction conditions, both H2
and CO are presented at high temperatures and elevated
pressure, and the corresponding μ(C) will stand in between.
Whether the cobalt carbide or the cobalt metal is stable and
what type of facets and surface compositions (Co-rich,

stoichiometric, or C-rich) are favorable are therefore a
functional of μ.
The chemical potential of carbon is a function of

temperature, total pressure, H2/CO ratio, as well as partial
pressure of other hydrocarbons, H2O and CO2, etc.

66,68−70 Jiao
and co-workers discussed μ under a broad range of FT reaction
conditions.66,68 It was found that μ decreases with increasing
H2/CO ratio. In addition to CO and H2, μ is sensitive to the
partial pressure of hydrocarbons in the gas phase: with more
long-chain alkenes and alkynes (like C2H4 and C2H2), the
corresponding μ is higher, whereas with more short-chain
alkanes (like C2H6 and CH4), the corresponding μ is lower.
Jiao and co-workers found that, for temperature varying from
450 to 650 K, total pressure from 1 to 60 bar, and H2/CO ratio
from 1 to 20 with about 10% of CH4, H2O, and CO2 in the gas
phase, the corresponding chemical potential of carbon varies in
magnitude of 0.80 eV. We therefore focus below the chemical
potential of carbon varying from μcri = −8.94 eV to μFTS = μcri
+ 0.80 = −8.14 eV. To see the influence of reaction conditions
in a much larger phase space, we study below by allowing μ to
vary from −10.0 to −7.0 eV, covering more H-rich conditions
and CO-rich conditions, respectively.

■ RESULTS

Phase Diagram and Morphology of Cobalt Carbide.
We first describe Co2C surfaces considered, including (001),
(100), (010), (101), (011), (110), and (111). Depending on
the surface orientations, there are different truncated surface
terminations or compositions. For the (001) surface (Figure
1a), there is only the stoichiometric surface available, whereas
for (100), (010), (011), and (101), there are three possible

Figure 1. Schematic side and top view of Co-rich, stoichiometric, and C-rich terminated surfaces for Co2C (001) (a), (100) (b), (010) (c), (011)
(d), (101) (e), (110) (f), and (111) (g), respectively. For (110) and (111) surfaces, only the most favorable terminations from Figure 2 are shown,
and the remaining surfaces are shown in Figures S1 and S2. Gray and blue spheres represent C and Co atoms, respectively. These notations are
used throughout the paper.
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terminations, namely, Co-rich (noted as (hkl)-Co afterward),
stoichiometric (hkl)-S, and C-rich (hkl)-C, as shown schemati-
cally in Figure 1b−e, respectively. (110) has one stoichiometric
surface, two possible C-rich surfaces (C1 and C2), and two
possible Co-rich surfaces (Co1 and Co2), as shown in Figure
1f and Figures S1 and S2, respectively. For (111), there are two
possible stoichiometric surfaces (S1, S2), two possible C-rich
surfaces, and two possible Co-rich surfaces (Figure 1g and
Figures S1 and S2). All of these surfaces were relaxed, and
corresponding specific Gibbs surface free energies of formation
were calculated and discussed below.
For the stoichiometric surfaces, both the Co and C atoms

are exposed. According to eq 1, the resulting Gibbs surface free
energy of formation γ are independent of the chemical
potential of carbon (n = 0), as seen in Figure 2 as well. The
calculated surface free energy varies from 124 to 167 meV/Å2,
depending on the surface orientation. Specifically, (011)-S has
the lowest surface energy of 124 meV/Å2, followed by (110)-S
(131 meV/Å2), (100)-S (141 meV/Å2), (101)-S (155 meV/
Å2), (001)-S (159 meV/Å2), and (010)-S (164 meV/Å2).
Though (111) has two possible stoichiometric surfaces, its
surface free energies are the same and equal to 167 meV/Å2.
The difference in surface free energy mainly comes from their
different coordination number of surface atoms and surface
dipole.60 Contrast to stoichiometric surfaces, nonstoichiomet-
ric ones depend sensitively on the chemical potential of
carbon. For C-rich surfaces, irrespective of the surface
orientations, the corresponding γ decreases with increasing μ
due to its negative slope with respect to μ (Figure 2). Namely,
the formation of C-rich surfaces is less endothermic at a higher
μ and becomes more favorable with an increase of μ. For Co-
rich surfaces, the corresponding γ increases with μ due to its
positive slope, and the formation of corresponding surfaces is
more endothermic and less favorable with an increase of μ.
For the (110) surface, Figure 2a shows that, under a wide

range of μ considered, the C-rich (110)-C1 with the least γ is
thermodynamically the most favorable termination as
compared to the stoichiometric and Co-rich surface. For
(010) surfaces, the C-rich (010)-C (Figure 2b) is the most
favorable one when μ > μcri, due to its lowest γ as well. The

Co-rich (010)-Co becomes favorable only when μ < μcri. A
very similar result is found for the (111) surface: Co-rich
surface becomes favorable only when μ < μcri, and C-rich
surface becomes favorable with a further increase of μ. For
(101) surfaces (Figure 2d), again Co-rich surface is favorable
only when μ is less than −8.84 eV (close to μcri = −8.94 eV).
There is a new favorable structure, namely, stoichiometric
(101)-S, occurring when −8.84 eV < μ < −8.31 eV. With a
further increase of μ, C-rich (101)-C becomes favorable. For
(100) and (011) surfaces, the preference of the stoichiometric
surface over the Co- and C-rich surfaces is extended to an even
larger range of μ, as seen in Figure 2e,f, respectively. This can
be rationalized on the basis of the above results, where, for
instance, (011)-S has the least surface free energy of formation,
among all stoichiometric surfaces considered.
The above results show that, among all surface orientations

considered, Co-rich surfaces become favorable only when the
corresponding chemical potential of carbon is lower than μcri.
However, under this condition, the bulk cobalt carbide is
already thermodynamically not stable anymore and tends to
decompose to the cobalt metal if there is no kinetics hindrance.
Considering that the thermodynamics equilibrium might not
be approached under reaction conditions and uncertainty in
calculated μcri from density functional theory, all these
structures are investigated even under the chemical potential
of carbon lower than the calculated μcri. In this context, we
note that in situ experimental characterization with an atomic
resolved structure and composition under FTS reaction
conditions would be most useful to resolve the possible
contribution of these metastable structures to the overall
activity.
Wulff construction is an approach for determining the

thermodynamic equilibrium shape of a crystal with fixed
volume such that its total surface free energy is minimized.71

To do so, one draws radius vector ri perpendicular to all
possible facets, and the length of the vector is proportional to
the surface energy of the facet. Then, one draws planes pi
perpendicular through the tip of the radius vectors. The convex
envelope of the perpendicular planes defines the corresponding
crystal shape in equilibrium. For the Wulff shape of Co2C,

Figure 2. Surface free energy of formation γ (meV/Å2) for various Co2C surfaces considered as a function of the chemical potential of carbon μ.
The perpendicular dashed lines μcri = −8.94 eV and μFTS = −8.17 eV indicate the chemical potential of carbon for the decomposition of the bulk
cobalt carbide and typical FTS reaction conditions mentioned in main context.
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various oriented surfaces with different compositions were
considered in above, and the corresponding surface free
energies at different carbon chemical potential were calculated.
The Wulff shapes of Co2C were then constructed by VESTA
software.72 The Wulff construction shape tells which surface
with favorable composition would be exposed and what is their
exposing ratio, respectively. Since the surface free energy of
Co2C is a function of μ, the equilibrium morphology will
depend on the reaction conditions as well.68 Wulff
constructions are applied here at three distinct chemical
potential of carbon from high to low, and corresponding μ are
−7.5 to −8.5 to −9.5 eV, and the resulting morphologies are
shown in Figure 3.
For μ= − 7.5 eV (Figure 3a), it can be found that C-rich

surfaces are dominating and covering about 98% of the surface
area exposed. Specifically, they are (110)-C1 (60%), (111)-C2
(31%), (101)-C (6%), and (010)-C (1%). There are only 2%
left occupied by the stoichiometric (011)-S surface. This is
understandable since the corresponding μ represents a highly
C-rich condition. By lowering μ to −8.5 eV, representing a
typical FTS reaction condition (Figure 3b), the dominated
(110)-C1 surface decreases from 60% to 50% and (111)-C2
from 31% to 25%, and (101)-C disappears completely.
Significantly, stoichiometric (011)-S increases dramatically
from 2% to 22%, and new (100)-S occurs and occupies 2%.
The increase of stoichiometric surfaces at the expense of C-rich
surfaces stems mainly from the surface free energies of the
stoichiometric surfaces being independent of μ, whereas for the
C-rich surfaces, it increases with a decrease of μ (Figure 2a,d).
When reducing further the chemical potential of carbon to μ =
−9.5 eV, C-rich surfaces would become even less favorable.
Stoichiometric or even Co-rich surfaces become more
populated. Indeed, from Figure 3c, it can be found that C-
rich surfaces change to either the stoichiometric one, for
instance (110)-S (21%), or even Co-rich ones, such as (111)-
Co2 (34%) and (010)-Co (8%) surfaces. Moreover, new
(101)-Co (13%) occurs, whereas (011)-S decreases to 16%,
but (100)-S increases up to 8%. We note that again, under this
condition, bulk cobalt carbide is thermodynamically not stable
and tends to decompose into the cobalt metal.
CO Activation on Cobalt Carbide. We report below the

CO direct activation on the surfaces exposed in the range μ >
μcri where the bulk cobalt carbide is stable and discuss the
result of μ < μcri later. CO activation is structure
sensitive27,29,73,74 and can dissociate via so-called direct (CO
→ C + O) and H-assisted CO dissociation (CO + H → HCO
→ CH + O) pathways. H-assisted CO dissociation on several

selected Co-terminated and C-terminated Co2C surfaces was
addressed in our previous work.30 We found that the
corresponding barriers are comparable or even higher than
those of the direct CO dissociation. A similar conclusion was
also drawn on the both flat and stepped Co-terminated
Co2C(020) recently.49 These results indicate that H-assisted
CO dissociation might not play a crucial role in CO
dissociation on the cobalt carbide surfaces. In the present
work, we thus focused on the direct CO dissociation and will
address the H-assisted CO dissociation in the future. We first
study the CO direct activation on two stoichiometric surfaces
(100)-S and (011)-S identified. For (100)-S, CO is found to
adsorb preferentially at the Co-top site (Figure 4) with an

adsorption energy of −1.85 eV. The strong adsorption can be
attributed to the improved σ-donation from CO to the
coordinated cationic Co atom of Co2C.

30 Nevertheless, the
barrier of the subsequent CO dissociation is as huge as 2.47
eV, since the corresponding reaction energetics are highly
endothermic of 1.11 eV. The calculated CO adsorption energy
on (011)-S was −1.69 eV, and the barrier of the direct
dissociation is 2.49 eV, as reported in our earlier work.45 Both
stoichiometric surfaces could adsorb but not dissociate CO.
For CO direct dissociation on C-rich surfaces, our previous

calculations found that corresponding barriers are higher than
2 eV.30 This is due to the high endothermic feature of the
elementary reaction energetics, derived from the pronounced
electrostatic repulsion and site competition between the
dissociated products and the lattice carbon. It was found that
CO dissociation became facile on defected iron carbide, for
instance, at the carbon vacancy.75 We note that the carbon

Figure 3. Equilibrium morphologies of Co2C from the Wulff construction based on the calculated surface free energy at the chemical potential of
carbon μ being −7.5 eV (a), −8.5 eV, (b) and −9.5 eV (c).

Figure 4. Top and side view of the CO adsorption configuration (a)
and the transition state structure of CO dissociation on the (100)-S
surface (b). The small gray and red spheres represent C and O atoms
from CO, respectively.
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vacancy could be introduced during the synthesis or generated
through hydrogenation of the lattice carbon toward hydro-
carbons, for instance. We focus therefore, below, on CO
adsorption and activation at the carbon vacancy of favorable C-
rich surfaces, including (110)-C1, (010)-C, (111)-C2, (101)-
C, (100)-C, and (011)-C, respectively. For reference, we also
study (110)-C2. For (110)-C1, (110)-C2, and (111)-C2
surfaces. There are two inequivalent surface lattice carbons,
labeled with A and B (Figure 5 and Figures S3 and S4), and
both of them were investigated.

Since the methane is the most thermodynamic stable
hydrocarbon at standard conditions, compared to the longer
carbon chain,76 the formation energy Ef of the carbon vacancy
via methanation was thus studied to evaluate the correspond-
ing energy cost.
The formation energy of the carbon vacancy (Ef) is

calculated as the total energy difference of the formed gaseous
methane and cobalt carbide surface with a carbon vacancy
from the adsorbed hydrogen atoms on the perfect cobalt
carbide surfaces below:

= + − −E E E E E(CH ) (vacancy) (perfect) 4 (H)f 4 slab slab ads

where E(CH4), Eslab(vacancy), and Eslab(perfect) are the
calculated total energies of gaseous methane and the Co2C
slab with and without the carbon vacancy, respectively. Eads(H)
is the hydrogen dissociative adsorption energy on the Co2C
surface.
Main energetics results are given in Table 1, and the

configurations of CO adsorption and the transition state of CO
dissociation are presented in Figure 6. It can be seen from

Table 1 that the CO adsorption energy Eads at the carbon
vacancy is considerably large, varying from −1.70 to −2.21 eV
for all the surfaces considered. The binding strengths of CO
toward Co2C are similar to the Co metal,27 and both form a
strong chemical bond. The CO dissociation barrier Eact is
found to be very sensitive to the surface orientations and
composition and increases dramatically from 0.83 to 3.17 eV.
High structural sensitivity for CO dissociation on various C-
rich surfaces considered can be rationalized by their distinct
reaction energies ΔE, varying from a very exothermic energy of
−1.10 eV to a considerable endothermic energy of 0.69 eV.
The difference in CO dissociation reaction energy was
attributed to the different activity of the carbon vacancy, as
justified by the great variation of the calculated formation
energy of the carbon vacancy via methanation, and specifically,
Ef changes from 0.86 to 3.42 eV, depending on the surfaces
considered.
To gain better insight for CO activation on defective C-rich

surfaces, we divide the calculated CO dissociation barriers into
three windows (Figure 7): Window I from 0.83 to 0.86 eV,
Window II from 1.53 to 1.67 eV, and Window III from 2.11 to
3.17 eV, respectively. Window I includes (110)-C1A and
(110)-C2B with the lowest CO dissociation barriers of 0.83
and 0.86 eV, respectively, indicating that the corresponding
process is kinetically facile. From transition states (TSs)
(Figure 6a,b), it can be found that the C atom adsorbs at a 4-
fold or 3-fold site while the O atom adsorbs at a bridge site by
sharing two or one metal atom with the dissociated C atom
with a C−O bond length of 1.95 and 2.05 Å, respectively. The
calculated reaction energies are −1.10 and −0.92 eV, and high
exothermic energetics show that corresponding elementary
processes are energetically favorable. However, the calculated
formation energies of the carbon vacancy Ef are 2.20 and 3.42
eV (Table 1). Extraordinary energy costs to form the carbon
vacancies imply that the corresponding equilibrium concen-
trations would be rather low considering that the FTS reaction
temperature is typically lower than 250 °C. Therefore,
although the defected (110)-C1A and (110)-C2B surfaces
show a high activity toward CO dissociation at the carbon
vacancy, its low concentration limits the overall activity of the
corresponding surfaces.
Window II consists of (011)-C and (111)-C2B surfaces, and

calculated dissociation barriers of 1.53 and 1.67 eV increase
significantly (Figure 7), respectively. Corresponding TSs can
be found in Figure 6c,d, where the dissociated C and O atoms
share one and two surface Co atoms with a C−O bond length
of 1.90 and 1.74 Å, respectively. Compared to (110)-C1A and
(110)-C2B discussed above, (011)-C has a much higher
dissociation barrier of 1.67 eV. This can be understood from
the change of the reaction energy from pronounced exothermic
to endothermic of 0.18 eV. Meanwhile, the calculated
formation energy of the carbon vacancy being 1.09 eV remains
considerable. For (111)-C2B, the calculated CO dissociation
barrier and the formation energy of the carbon vacancy are
1.53 and 1.81 eV, respectively, which both are considerably
large. With these two aspects taken together, it can be
concluded that the overall rates for CO dissociation on
defected (011)-C and (111)-C2B surfaces are low as well.
Window III consists of six C-terminated surfaces, (111)-

C2A, (110)-C2A, (110)-C1B, (100)-C, (101)-C, and (010)-C
(Figure 7 and Table 1). The calculated formation energies of
the carbon vacancy vary from 0.86 to 1.42 eV. These values are
modest, indicating that the carbon vacancy on these C-

Figure 5. Top view of the CO adsorption configuration on two
inequivalent carbon vacancy sites of the Co2C(110)-C1 surface: A site
(a) and B site (b).

Table 1. Calculated CO Adsorption Energy Eads, CO
Dissociation Barrier Eact, and Corresponding Reaction
Energy ΔE at the Vacancy of the Lattice Carbon on Various
C-Rich Co2C Surfaces Considered (Energy Unit in eV)

surfaces Eads (eV) Eact (eV) ΔE (eV) Ef (eV)

Window I
(110)-C1A −1.91 0.83 −1.10 2.23
(110)-C2B −1.70 0.86 −0.92 3.42

Window II
(111)-C2B −2.02 1.53 −0.38 1.81
(011)-C −2.11 1.67 0.16 1.09

Window III
(111)-C2A −2.10 2.11 0.69 0.86
(110)-C2A −1.74 2.13 −0.33 1.26
(110)-C1B −2.02 2.48 −0.29 1.42
(100)-C −1.96 2.57 0.13 0.90
(101)-C −2.17 2.65 0.34 1.23
(010)-C −2.21 3.17 0.36 1.42
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terminated surfaces could be introduced at elvated temper-
atures. On the other hand, the calculated CO dissociation
barriers (corresponding TSs given in Figure 6e−j) vary from
2.11 to 3.17 eV. Huge dissociation barriers would prevent the
CO dissociation on these surfaces, despite high concentration
of the carbon vacancies available.
It can be found from Figure 7 that the summation of the

formation energy of the carbon vacancy and the CO
dissociation barrier at the carbon vacancy generated, the
effective barrier for CO dissociation, is more than 3 eV on all
C-rich surfaces considered, irrespective of their surface
orientations. This means that CO direct dissociation on C-

rich surfaces hardly happens under typical FTS reaction
temperature. It is interesting to note that the different carbon
vacancies (labeled as A and B) on (110)-C1, (110)-C2, and
(111)-C2 surfaces show very different activity for CO
activation. Taking (110)-C1 (Figure 5) as an example, the
calculated barriers for CO dissociation at the carbon vacancy A
and B are 0.83 and 2.48 eV, respectively. The difference can
refer to their distinct activity of the carbon vacancy.
Specficially, the corresponding formation energy of 2.23 eV
at the A sites is larger than that of 1.42 eV at the B sites, which
could be rationalized by their different local coordination
number (five versus four). When the cost to generate the
vacancy is higher, as a compensation, there is more
stabilization to the dissociated products, resulting eventually
a lower dissociation barrier, which is not unexpected. The
inverse correlation between the formation energy of the carbon
vacancy and the CO dissociation barrier could be found
referring to (110)-C2 and (111)-C2 as well.

■ DISCUSSION

The phase diagram presented above shows that Co-rich
surfaces would be hardly exposed unless under the condition of
μ < μcri, where the bulk cobalt carbide is already
thermodynamically not stable. When μ > μcri, either
stoichiometric or C-rich surfaces prevail. Although the
proposed facets with specific composition in the Wulff shapes
were not necessarily the in situ active surfaces under realistic
FT reaction conditions because, for instance, the influence of
coverage and hydrogen as well as possible kinetics limitation
were not considered explicitly, our work provides a first step
toward the understanding of the chemical environment

Figure 6. Schematic structures of CO adsorption and corresponding transition state of CO direct dissociation at the carbon vacancy on various C-
rich Co2C surfaces considered. The vacancy sites at A and B are illustrated in Figure 5 and Figures S3 and S4.

Figure 7. Calculated CO direct dissociation barriers Eact (red) and
formation energy of lattice carbon Ef (blue) on various C-rich Co2C
surfaces considered. Units in eV.
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relevant to FTS on the morphology of the cobalt carbide. For
μ > μcri where the bulk cobalt carbide remain stable DFT
calculations show that corresponding pristine Co2C surfaces
exposed cannot directly dissociate CO molecules, though a
strong chemical bond formed between the CO and substrate
underneath, fully consistent with the experimental findings that
the formation of Co2C was considered as a sign for the
deactivation of FTS.36−39 The implication of these findings
with respect to available experiments is further discussed now.
We note that formation of the cobalt carbide was sensitive to
the supports and the promotors,77−82 and the same is true for
the stability of the cobalt carbide as synthesized under FTS
reaction conditions. Since our calculation does not consider
the influence of supports and promotors, the comparison with
experiments on unsupported and promotor-free Co2C is
presented first below.
Ding and co-workers synthesized unsupported and promo-

tor-free Co2C and performed the FTS reaction at P = 30 bar,
H2/Co = 2:1, and 220 °C.30 In spent catalysts, considerable Co
metal was found and coexisted with Co2C to form the Co−
Co2C interface. The fact that the cobalt carbide starts to
decompose under this condition indicates that the correspond-
ing μ is already lower than μcri. Complete decomposition of
Co2C, requiring high elevated temperatures, was not observed,
a fact of that should come from the kinetics hindrance and
reaction dynamics. According to the above phase diagram, for
μ < μcri, exposed Co2C surfaces would be Co-rich surfaces.
However, our DFT calculations found that, even on these
surfaces, CO still prefers an associative rather than dissociative
adsorption.30,45 As a result, CO dissociates mainly on the fully
reduced cobalt meta sites followed by C−C bond formation,
the produced CxHyreacts with associative adsorbed CO from
the remaining cobalt carbide sites at the Co−Co2C interfaces
to produce oxygenates.30,35,44,45,83 In this context,we note that
Davis and co-workers also found that unsupported and
promotor-free Co2C was reduced under FTS reaction
conditions along with increase of the catalytic activity.84

It was found by Sun and co-workers47−49,52 that Mn and Na
could significantly promote the formation of Co2C and
dramatically influence the resulting morphology. Different
from the Ding and Davis experiments, Co2C nanoprisms were
formed under reaction conditions of P = 1 bar, H2/Co = 2:1,
and 250 °C, and there was no metallic cobalt observed by XRD
and TEM. This indicates that Mn and Na might not only
promote the formation of Co2C but also stabilize the Co2C
formed with specific morphology. Nevertheless, the detailed
surface structure and composition are not available yet.
According to the above calculations, irrespective of Co2C
surface orientations, CO direct dissociation on stoichiometric
and C-rich surfaces hardly happens. Even on Co-rich surfaces,
CO dissociation (via both the direct path and the H-assistant
path) remains difficult.30 It was reported recently that the
stepped Co-terminated Co2C (020) surface, CO could directly
dissociate with a barrier of 1.34 eV.49 We note that though the
step sites were not addressed explicitly here, the present DFT
calculations showed that most facets exposed in Wulff
morphologies are C-rich surfaces at a wide range of the
carbon chemical potentials considered. The step sites are
expected to be C-rich; namely, the step sites tend to be
poisoned by the carbon, which might result in a low rate for
CO dissociation. How CO dissociates on Co2C nanoprisms
and forms selectively to the lower olefin requires more
theoretical and experimental investigation.

Cobalt carbide in the presence of Mn and Na could be
partially reduced along with morphlogy change from nano-
prisms to a spheric shape when increase the total pressure from
1 to 5 bar and even higher pressure at H2/Co = 2:1 and 230
°C. It was found that the selectivity of light olefin decreases,
whereas the selectivity of higher oxygenates increase. In this
particular case, the cobalt metal was not be identified by XRD
yet, indicating that only the small cobalt metal particles were
produced if there are any.53 Ding and co-workers recently
synthesized Mn-promoted cobalt catalysts and performed the
FT reaction at P = 30 bar, H2/CO = 2:1, and 220 °C.35 Large
amounts of the cobalt carbide were found to form and coexist
with the Co metal as the reaction time progressed. Though the
selectivity of the higher alcohol remains considerable, there
was a pronounced increase in the selectivity of the lower olefin.
These findings together with our calculation indicate that the
promoters and the dual sites (the cobalt carbide and the cobalt
metal), depending sensitively on the morphology and the site
distribution, are essential to the selectivity and the overall
activity.

■ CONCLUSION
Ab initio atomistic thermodynamics find that the chemical
potential of carbon has a great impact on exposed surface
orientations and compositions of the pristine cobalt carbide. It
is found that, under the high chemical potential of carbon, C-
rich surfaces, for instance Co2C (110) and (111) surfaces are
the preferentially exposed, whereas under the lowering
chemical potential of carbon, considerable stoichiometric
surfaces like Co2C (011) appear. CO adsorptions on these
pristine Co2C surfaces are strongly chemically bound, whereas
corresponding barriers for CO direct dissociation are
significantly high. At the carbon vacancy of the C-rich surfaces,
the barrier for CO direct dissociation becomes lower.
However, the formation of the carbon vacancy by hydro-
genation elimination (methanation) is highly demanding. It is
concluded that stoichiometric and C-rich Co2C surfaces have a
rather low activity for CO direct dissociation. Co-rich surfaces
like (010), (101), and (111) facets could be exposed
kinetically under H-rich and/or C-poor conditions, where
the pristine bulk carbide becomes thermodyanmically not
stable. Further investigation of CO dissociation assisted by
hydrogen on defected Co2C surfaces, in particular, the
investigation of the influence of the dual site distribution,
morphology and promotors on reaction mechanism toward
oxygenates and light olefin are suggested.
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